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Introduction
In financial services, data sharing is fraught with tension.
On the one hand, it can help fight transaction fraud,
deliver more personalized advice to customers, and
detect the buildup of systemic risks. On the other hand,
customers are increasingly wary about how their data is
stored and used—and, as reforms like the EU’s General
Data Protection Regulation and the UK’s Open Banking
show, regulators are inclined to agree.
That, in a nutshell, highlights the competing obligations
surrounding privacy: there’s value in sharing data,
but protecting privacy and confidentiality is a critical
responsibility of any financial institution.
Since 2015, Deloitte has worked with The World Economic
Forum to gauge the forces of change in financial services.
In the most recent phase—which will be reported in
the forthcoming report Navigating uncharted waters:
A roadmap to responsible innovation with AI in financial
services—we discovered these competing obligations
surrounding privacy and data sharing. This in turn led to
a deeper examination of ways to unlock the value that
shared data can provide without threatening privacy
and confidentiality.
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Privacy enhancing techniques
This report explores five key “privacy enhancing techniques”:

Federated
analysis

Where parties share
the insights from the
analysis of their data
without sharing the
data itself.

Diﬀerential
privacy

Where noise is added
to a dataset so that it
is impossible to
reverse-engineer the
individual inputs.

Zero-knowledge
proofs

Where users can
prove their knowledge
of a value without
revealing the value
itself.

Homomorphic
encryption

Where data is
encrypted before
sharing, such that it
can be analyzed but
not decoded into the
original information.

Secure multiparty
computation
Where data analysis is
spread across multiple
parties such that no
individual party can
see the complete set
of inputs.

The report also provides a high-level overview of how each technique works, the
types of data sharing problems they can be used to solve, and the subsectors of
financial services in which they are most immediately applicable.
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Differential privacy
A common belief is that anonymizing personally identifiable information (PII) is enough to protect customers’ privacy, but this isn’t
always the case.
To understand why, suppose John Doe shares his bank account data with a personal financial advisory app. This app makes it
easier for customers to manage their spending and compare it with similar customers. John asks the app to compare what he
spends in bars annually with the average for his demographic. The app returns an aggregate response: “Males aged 25-29 in this
zip code generally spend $5,750 a year in bars.”
However, suppose a bad actor wanted to find out how much John is spending in bars. The bad actor could accomplish this by, for
example, changing their own address to fit within John’s demographic. By then querying the system again knowing some of the
inputs (i.e., their own) and cross-referencing with other data (e.g., census data), this third party could breach John’s privacy and
deduce his bar spend.
To prevent this kind of breach, the system can add noise to its calculation of the average, using differential privacy to measure
how much noise is necessary to achieve the desired level of privacy. For instance, it could replace one customer’s spend with a
random number, changing the reported average enough to make it impossible to reverse-engineer the inputs while producing a
useful statistic for honest users.

Without diﬀerential privacy:

With diﬀerential privacy:

A third party knows the spend of
several others and the group average

One of the inputs is removed and replaced
with a random ﬁgure
7K

4K

7K

6K

5.5K

6K

6K

The third party can
ﬁnd out John’s spend.

4K

7K

6K

5.5K

6K

6K

The shared “group average” is noisy, making it
impossible to reverse-engineer John’s spend.

Differential privacy holds particular promise for retail banks, insurers, payment service providers and other institutions that
maintain sensitive personal data. The technique can enable these institutions to aggregate and analyze sensitive data without
risking the privacy of the customers they serve.
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Federated analysis
Sometimes, the data needed to make a decision is scattered across multiple sources (e.g., identifying fraud networks spread
across multiple banks). It can be more efficient to combine the data into a single database for easier analysis, but this may not
always be possible. If the data is internal but split across jurisdictions, for instance, privacy restrictions may prevent its transfer.
And if the data is shared across institutions, customers may object to releasing their private information and institutions may
worry about how third parties would handle the data, particularly if they happen to be competitors.
One way to address these issues is to analyze each dataset separately and build several independent models, then combine
these intermediate decisioning models into a single aggregated system—a technique known as federated analysis. For example,
consider several insurance companies seeking to detect fraud across their systems. They can independently analyze their data,
then share only their insights with each other. This allows them to benefit from one another’s learnings without threatening the
privacy of their customers.

With federated analysis:
Insurer A

The person named “John McScammer”
has committed fraud in the past.

Insurer B

Owners of green cars are more likely to
commit registration fraud.

Insurer C

Drivers living in the 12345 postal code
are more likely to commit claims fraud.

Shared fraud detection engine:
• The person named “John McScammer”
has committed fraud in the past.
• Owners of green cars are more likely to
commit registration fraud.
• Drivers living in the 12345 postal code
are more likely to commit claims fraud.

This technique is already embedded into other organizations’ analytical systems. For example, large technology companies use
federated analysis (and other privacy enhancing techniques) to power the “next word” recommendations built into the keyboards
on their mobile phone operating systems.
Federated analysis is a way for financial institutions to break down key barriers to getting insights from multiple private datasets.
For instance, federated analysis could encourage greater use of connected devices that promote responsible behavior among
insurance customers (think auto and fitness trackers), in part by assuring those customers that their sensitive data never leaves
their phones. Meanwhile, insurers could still capture the aggregate insights from their customers’ data. In sectors like payments
and insurance, federated analysis can also boost security by letting rival institutions participate in a common fraud detection
network that doesn’t expose their internal data.
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Homomorphic encryption
Sometimes a financial institution—or one of its customers—would like to engage a third party for data analysis. The third party
might have complementary data or proprietary analytics the institution doesn’t have. However, the data steward or owner may
lack permission to transfer the data or have concerns about keeping the data safe.
Homomorphic encryption (HE) can bridge this gap by encrypting data so that it can be analyzed without knowing the underlying
information. With HE, it isn’t necessary to decrypt the data first. Neither can anyone other than the intended party read the
results of the analysis.
Consider a situation where John Doe would like to see if his medical history reveals any potential health risks. His health insurance
provider has a technology services unit with the capabilities to run such an analysis, but John Doe wants to maintain the
confidentiality of his health records.
With HE, John Doe can encrypt the data and send it to his insurer while holding on to the key. The technology unit can run the
data through its models without having to know what is in the records or the results, then return both to John Doe to unlock
and read.

Without homomorphic encryption:

With homomorphic encryption:

John places his health records in a box, ships
them to the company, which analyzes them to
produce a report and ships it back to John.

John’s health records are homomorphically
encrypted prior to sharing, making it diﬃcult for
anyone but him to see the data or the results of
any subsequent analysis.

Data could be maliciously
accessed in transportation.
J

Insurance Co.

Data could be maliciously accessed by
the company itself or an external bad
actor who gains access to the oﬃce.

Data is secure during
transporation.
J

Insurance Co.

The company conducts its analysis without being
able to see the underlying data at any point.

HE is potentially useful to any financial institution interested in analyzing sensitive data on the cloud or via third-party
capabilities. Today, these options are limited due to concerns about data breaches, localization requirements, and privacy
regulation. But that could change with HE solutions that provide a practical way to keep data encrypted and safe from prying
eyes, even while it’s in use.
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Zero-knowledge proofs
Many customers would rather not reveal more than is absolutely necessary to complete a transaction, lest the information be
used against them. For instance, let’s say John must show a landlord he can afford to rent an apartment. But John doesn’t want
the landlord to know that he makes a lot more than the required minimum and risk the landlord raising the rent at the first
available opportunity.
John’s bank can help by using a technique called zero-knowledge proof (ZKP). With ZKP, the bank uses a mathematical proof to
verify to the landlord that John earns enough to afford the rent, without revealing his actual income. Because it’s automated, John
can qualify himself quickly, without getting bank personnel involved.

Without zero-knowledge proofs:
L

“Does your income meet my requirements?”

J

Attributes:
Age

“Yes, my income is $80K”

Income
Gender

With zero-knowledge proofs:
L

“Does your income meet my requirements?”

J

Attributes:
Age

“Yes”

ZKP system

Income

(mathematical process that can
be independently veriﬁed)

Gender

Institutions large and small are increasingly using ZKP in payments, infrastructure, self-sovereign digital identity solutions, and
more. This use is driving a broader shift toward “zero-knowledge architectures,” where institutions design their data systems to
be able to access only the minimum information necessary for their given tasks and maintain the privacy of all other data.
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Secure multiparty computation
Secure multiparty computation (SMC) allows institutions to jointly analyze data without any one institution being able to access
the complete dataset. This allows multiple institutions with sensitive information to work together to create value without risking
their confidential information.
Consider the following example: A hedge fund seeks to purchase data from a third-party data provider to improve the quality
of its trading models. The hedge fund wants to know that the data would actually be helpful before making the purchase. At the
same time, the third party is hesitant to share their data before payment. Traditionally, the two firms would share a historical
dataset (which may not be representative of the present-day performance) or a small sample set (which may be difficult to
integrate into the hedge fund’s models and accurately represent the value of the data).

Without SMC:

With SMC:

Hedge fund

Data provider

Hedge fund

Data provider

Conﬁdential
models

Private
data

Conﬁdential
models

Private
data

“The use of this data would
increase returns by 2.4%.”

Sensitive data
must be shared
directly with
counterparty.

“The use of this data would
increase returns by 2.4%.”

Sensitive data
cannot be
accessed by
counterparty.

SMC can be used to combine these two sensitive aspects—the hedge fund’s models and the provider’s data—and compute the
value of the data, without either party being able to access the other’s confidential information. This way, the hedge fund can
make a more informed decision about whether to buy the data without the two parties having to trust each other. Meanwhile,
each party can independently audit the SMC system to ensure it’s protecting the privacy of the input data.
In short, SMC is an enabling technique for situations where multiple institutions each hold part of the answer to a common
problem, but none of them wants others to access their own data. One sector where this is notably relevant is capital markets,
due to the amount of proprietary data that can inform trading and investment. And like federated analysis, SMC can enable the
development of fraud detection networks across institutions.
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Taking
privacy
to the
next level
Financial institutions have a long history
of weighing the utility of data sharing
with the obligation to maintain privacy
and confidentiality. Now, five relatively
nascent technologies have the potential to
fundamentally alter these dynamics.
What they have in common is an ability to
allow institutions, customers, and regulators
to analyze data and distribute the resulting
insights without having to share the underlying
data itself. This way, they can greatly reduce the
risks associated with data sharing. The result?
New ways for financial institutions to address
their biggest, most pressing problems in a way
that is acceptable to customers, regulators, and
societies at large.
This article is derived from The Next Generation
of Data-Sharing in Financial Services: Using Privacy
Enhancing Techniques to Unlock New Value,
prepared by the World Economic Forum in
collaboration with Deloitte. The World Economic
Forum will continue to explore the effects of
change in financial services. If you’d like to
discuss the ideas in this report—formally or
informally—we’d like to hear from you.
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